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Abstract
The facilitation and analytical support of argumentation based collaborative decision making is the focus of
this research. We model collaborative decision making as an argumentation process. We develop the
connectionist modeling framework, a network representation formalism for argument structures, connectionist
network mechanisms and their models of computations to extract the behavior of argument structures.

Introduction
The focus of this research is on the development and analysis of a framework of system support for the dialectical processes
in collaborative decision making. Collaborative decisions in most organizations typically evolve from either formal or informal
deliberations in groups. The proposed framework consists of abstract formalisms for the representation of argument structures
in a discussion, and a system of analysis using connectionist architectures of discussions structured using the formalism. In
general, argument structures involve two types of reasoning: strict and defeasible (Vreeswijk 1992). While strict reasoning is
structurally coherent and logically consistent, defeasible reasoning includes structures and logic that are open to argumentation.
The focus of a group is mostly on the defeasible components of the discussion, and systemic support is essentially needed in this
area. There is a growing body of literature in this area that attempt heuristic resolutions of defeasible logic, besides providing
structural formalisms for representation. In this context, capturing human cognition is central to the analysis of defeasible logic,
and connectionist modeling provides a natural approach for this purpose (Feldman 1985; Thagard 1989). Connectionist modeling
yields continuous relative assessments from a concurrent observation of all the arguments and their mutual relationships either
as a whole or taken in chunks over a period of time. In this regard, connectionism provides a significantly different and
intuitively appealing approach to the analysis of defeasible arguments.

Argument Structure
Let D denote the argument structure representing the various positions, facts, and their interrelationships generated in the
discussion. The structure D is a collection of assertions made by the individuals in a group. This is indicated as D = {A}, where
A is an assertion. An assertion A is of two types: positions and inferences. A statement of position is either a claim or belief or
imperative, and could be any well-formed sentence from any of the system of logic. A statement of inference is a structural
relationship among a set of positions and facts. Let L denote a language from which the structure D is constructed. The language
L is a triple <S, R, Q>, where S is a framework of sentences, R is a framework of assertions built using sentences, and Q is a
framework of assertion qualification. The framework S provides the basis for the construction of positions and statements of
fact. A factual statement is any evidential data that is commonly accepted by the group, while the positions are the subjects of
discussion. The framework R provides the basis for the construction of positional and inferential assertions. The framework Q
provides the basis for the qualification of an argument on whether it is strict or defeasible. The details of the argument structure
are shown using the BNF-formalism as follows.
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The Connectionist Paradigm
We define a connectionist network as follows:
A connectionist network is defined as a 4-tuple: 3 = <N, aN,
A, WA>
Where, N denotes the set of connectionist units
aN: N ß R is a real valued activation function that maps N to
a real number
A is the set of directed arcs
WA: A ß R is a real valued arc weight function that maps A to
a real number
We define an argument network as a mapping of the
argumentation system D to a connectionist network Σ as
follows:
An argument network is a mapping of an argumentation
system D to a connectionist network 3. The <S, R, Q>
framework is translated to the connectionist formalism by
mapping <S> to <N, aN>, and <R, Q> to <A,WA>. We
represent the sentences( ) of the sentence structure(S) of an
argument as units in the argument network. Two types of units
are defined corresponding to the type of sentence they
represent. Defeasible sentences ( d) are represented as
defeasible units (Nd) and factual sentences ( F) are represented
as factual units (NF). In addition, logical connectives (such as
v, w) are represented using logical units (NL).
Factual and defeasible sentences differ in their activation
level assignments in the argument network. Similarly, logical
units express their behavior by their specific activation level
assignments. We illustrate this as follows.
Define aN / {aNd c aNF c aNL } Where, aNd, aNF, and aNL
are the activation functions for Nd, NF and NL respectively.
Each qualification type from the qualification structure Q, is
mapped to a corresponding arc type in the connectionist
network. The set of directed arcs, A / {A[ c A\ c A8 c A9}
Where, A[ represents defeasible support, A\ represents
defeasible opposition, A8 represents strict support, A9
represents strict opposition. Each arc type is associated with a
weight assignment function. The weight assignment function WA is defined as, WA / {WA[ c WA\ c WA8 c WA9}. Where, WA[
is the arc weight function for A[, WA\ is the arc weight function for A\, WA8 is the arc weight function for A8, and WA9 is the
arc weight function for A9.
Sentences that make use of logical connectives to combine different defeasible and factual sentences are termed compound
sentences. Compound sentences are transformed into a connectionist network with the logical node (NL) as the resultant unit.
Consider a compound sentence of the form ( a C b), where a and b can be defeasible or factual sentences or compound
sentences, and C is a logical connective(and, and or). The connectionist mapping of this sentence is defined as follows.
BNF-Formalism
<Argument Structure D > ::= { A } : {set of all the
assertions in a discussion}
Framework S definitions (Sentence Structure)
<Sentence Γ> ::= < defeasible sentence: Γd > | <
factual sentence: Γf >
<Defeasible sentence Γd> ::= <position stated in any
form of logic:
<Γd> | ∼<Γd>| <Γd> ∧ <Γ> | <Γd> ∨ <Γ> >
<Factual sentence Γf> ::= <a statement of fact:
<Γf> | <Γf> ∧ <Γf> | <Γf> ∨ <Γf> >
<Logical connectives C> ::= < And: ∧ | Or: ∨ >
Framework R definitions (Assertion Structure)
<Assertion A > ::= <defeasible assertion: Ä> |
<strict assertion: Â >
<Defeasible assertion Ä > ::=
<defeasible sentence: Γd> |
<defeasible support: Γ ⇑ Γd> |
<defeasible opposition: Γ ⇓ Γd>
<Strict assertion Â > ::=
<Strict support from facts: Γf ↑ Γd >|
<Strict opposition from facts: Γf ↓ Γd >
Framework Q definitions (Qualification Structure)
< Strict Support ↑ > ::= {The support is universally
accepted within the group}
< Strict Opposition ↓ > ::= {The opposition is
universally accepted within the group}
< Defeasible support ⇑ > ::= {The support is
accepted only by its proponents}
< Defeasible opposition ⇓ > ::= {The opposition is
accepted only by its proponents}

D::(

aC

b)

ß NL such that
a

b

L

NL 0 3 ' < 6Na, Nb, NL>, 6aN , aN , aN >,
8

8

6A 8 (Na, NL), A 8(Nb, NL)>, 6WA , Wa >>
The above mapping implies that a compound sentence is transformed into an equivalent connectionist network consisting
of two units that represent the two disjoint sentences being connected and an additional logical unit that is linked to these two
units through an arc of type, strict support.

The Modeling Framework
In the connectionist framework, each unit is associated with an activation level that ranges between -1 and +1. Activation
values closer to +1 indicate strongly supported arguments with relatively high validity. Similarly, values closer to -1 represent
strongly refuted arguments, while values closer to 0 indicate ambiguous cases that need further investigation. An arc from a unit
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p to a unit q transmits an amount of activation to q that is proportional to that of p. This transmission is computed by using
weights associated with the arcs. The nature of the relationships contained in the arcs determine these weights. Strict and
defeasible support arcs transmit excitatory or positive activation, while strict and defeasible opposition arcs transmit inhibitory
or negative activation. An excitatory activation would enhance the activation of the receiving unit from its current level, and an
inhibitory activation would decrease it. The strength and direction of this transmission is controlled by the weights. A strict
support(opposition) arc transmits greater excitatory(inhibitory) activation than a defeasible support(opposition) arc. Thus, the
activation level of a unit at any time is a function of the sum total of the activations it receives through its input arcs and its own
current activation level. In this model, the activation levels of only the defeasible units are allowed to change over time. The
activation of a fact unit is always held constant and set to the value 1, since, facts are treated as indisputable and accepted by all.
The operation of the connectionist mechanisms is as follows. Initially, all defeasible units are assigned an activation value
close to zero, and all fact units are fixed at the value 1. The support arcs carry positive weights with strict weights greater than
the defeasible weights. The opposition arcs carry negative weights with strict weights less than the defeasible weights. The exact
values of the initial unit activation assignments and arc weights are system parameters, and can be altered to suit any desired
configuration. Starting from the initial assignment configuration, the entire model propagates the activations over time. The entire
set of transmissions is timed according to a time slice principle. The continuum of time is discretized into time slices denoted
as t1, t2,.......t4, where the activation levels at any time t determine the activation levels at time (t+1) according to the set of arc
transmissions that occur at time t. Furthermore, the activation level of a unit is modeled to decay during a time slice according
to a decay factor, which captures the time-dependent neuronal decays in human cognition. The rate of decay is also a system
parameter and can be chosen at any desired level. The model updates the activation levels continuously in cycles corresponding
to the time slices until a pre-specified number of time slices have elapsed or the activation levels of all the units have
asymptotically converged to some values. The final activation level of a unit is a measure of its dialectical power, and that of
the final conclusion of an individual measures the dialectical power of the entire argument in relation to those of the others in
the group.

Conclusion
In this work, we model collaborative decision making as an argumentation process among a group of individuals. The
individuals assume positions in proposing solutions to a decision issue, and support them with argumentative logic contrived
from facts and other defeasible assertions. In an argumentation process, people challenge each other when positions conflict,
and using a process of argument exchanges attempt to arrive at a resolution. Connectionist modeling presents an efficient and
elegant approach that is close to human cognition for supporting the decision makers in a deliberation.
We first develop an argumentation formalism and then map this argumentation formalism to a connectionist network
formalism to capture and represent arguments in a collaborative discussion. Next, using the network formalism, we develop a
connectionist model of the arguments embedded in the discussion. We have developed a prototype system of the connectionist
paradigm that can be used to analyze any collaborative discussion. A full version of this paper presents the analytical and
empirical results on the connectionist paradigm applied to practical collaborative decision scenarios.
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